CELEBRATING 25 YEARS OF MEMBERSHIP
Joyce G. Campbell

BOX RUN
CH Evergreen's Tiger Lily

CH EWO's Dreams Come True

William "Billy" & Vicki East

BEE-VEE'S
William "Billy" & Vicki East

BEE-VEE'S
CH BeeVee's Rosie O'Sundarby

CH BeeVee's Cast’N A Spell On Cachet

William "Billy" & Vicki East

BEE-VEE'S
Ann Gilbert

CH Sarkel’s Promise of Cross Bars CD DOM

CH Sarkel’s True Grit

Ann Gilbert

SARKEL
CH Hi-Stands How DoYa Like Me Now

CH Sarkel’s Setum Up Again At Nantess, DOM

Ann Gilbert
SARKEL
Constance "Connie" Haywood

DeMiro's Tarnished Tuppence

Wit's End Total Eclipse

Constance "Connie" Haywood

WIT'S END
Constance "Connie" Haywood

CH TT’s Shazam & CH Katandy TT’s Whistle Stop

WIT'S END
Constance "Connie" Haywood

WIT'S END

GCH Wit's End Night Reveler

GCH Wit's End Te Amo

Constance "Connie" Haywood
Laurence "Larry" & Marion Hughes

CONNEMARA
Laurence "Larry" & Marion Hughes

CONNEMARA

ABC Presentation to the USS Boxer

Laurence "Larry" & Marion Hughes

CONNEMARA
Tamara’s Scarborough Fancy CD

Stephen & Patricia Mullen

BRENTWOOD
Lillian Wainwright

GLENCOTTA
AMERICAN BOXER CLUB
ANNUAL AWARDS
MOST JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP
WINS WITH A BOXER
MOST JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP WINS WITH A BOXER

Madison Rose
GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD

Jeff Phillips
DIRECTOR’S AWARD

Donna Purichia
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT

Patricia Billhardt
Woods End Boxers
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT

Cheryl & Keith Robbins
with CH Bayview Some Like It Hot "Monroe"
CherKei Boxers
HALL OF FAME
Mary Frances & Rufus Burleson
Marburl Boxers
Unsung Hero Nominee (Boxer)

DanDeeLyon’s Jacquet Narrator “Leo”
Karl the Courtroom Boxer

"Karl"
Unsung Hero Nominee (Boxer)

Orrkid's Champagne and Roses AKA “Krissy”
Unsung Hero Nominee (Boxer)

Terdan Goin' Topless At Codack CD BN RE OA AXJ
OF CAX DCAT CGC THDX RATS
“Cozette”
Unsung Hero (Boxer)

“Karl” the Courtroom Boxer
Unsung Hero Nominee (Person)

Julie Lawrence & Debbie Schlesinger
Unsung Hero Nominee (Person)

Karen George
Unsung Hero Nominee (Person)

Nan Hauprich
Unsung Hero Nominee (Person)

Vickie Rounsaville-Millard
Unsung Hero (Person)

Vickie Rounsaville- Millard
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG WINS

CH Ripn T's Eclipse
Sire: CH Avalon's Code Red, SOM
Dam: Ripn T's N Naja's Pin Up Girl
Breeder/Owner: Tina Montgomery
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG WINS

CH Ripn T's Eclipse
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH WINS

GCH CH Charron's November Rain
Sire: CH Nantess Just Try It, SOM
Dam: GCH CH Alerissa's Reflection Of Charron
Breeder/Owner: Michelle Baker
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH WINS

GCH CH Charron's November Rain
GCHP CH Irondale's Just A Good Ole Boy
Sire: CH Murbe Chew Irondale Just Josh, SOM
Dam: GCH CH Fantom's Power Play Goal, DOM
Breeders: James & Wendy Bettis & M & S Hemsath
Owners: Myrna Kalho & Ashley Kalho
MOST
BEST OF
BREED
WINS

GCHP CH
Irondale's Just A
Good Ole Boy
MOST BEST IN SHOW SPECIALTY WINS

GCHP CH Irondale's Just A Good Ole Boy
Sire: CH Murbe Chew Irondale Just Josh, SOM
Dam: GCH CH Fantom's Power Play Goal, DOM
 Breeders: James & Wendy Bettis & M & S Hemsath
 Owners: Myrna Kalho & Ashley Kalho
MOST BEST IN SHOW SPECIALTY WINS

GCHP CH Irondale's Just A Good Ole Boy
GCHG CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell
Sire: CH CinniBon's Know When To Hold'Um
Dam: CinniBon's Sweet Sensation
Breeders: Bonnie Wagaman & Nicole Manna
Owners: Keith & Cheryl Robbins, Bonnie Wagaman & Debbie Caywood
MOST WORKING GROUP FIRST WINS

GCHG CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell
MOST BEST IN SHOW WINS

GCHG CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell
Sire: CH CinniBon's Know When To Hold'Um
Dam: CinniBon's Sweet Sensation
Breeders: Bonnie Wagaman & Nicole Manna
Owners: Keith & Cheryl Robbins, Bonnie Wagaman & Debbie Caywood
MOST
BEST IN
SHOW
WINS

GCHG CH
CinniBon's
Bedrock
Bombshell
KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

Irondale
James & Wendy Bettis
SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

GCHG CH Irondale's Look At Me Now, SOM, SOMG
Sire:  GCH CH Duba-Dae's Who's Your Daddy, SOM, SOMG, LOM
Dam:  GCH CH Gingerbread Christmas Cookie, CGC, RN, DOM, DOMG
Breeders:  Lenore Ryan & Wendy Bettis
Owners:  James & Wendy Bettis
SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

GCHG CH Irondale's Look At Me Now, SOM, SOMG
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

GCH CH Rico's Tonic Gives Her Heart To Hot Rod, DOM
Sire: GCHG CH Nantess Royal Hot Rod, SOM
Dam: GCH CH McCoy's Tonic For The Heart of Rico, DOM
Breeder/Owner: Donna M Purichia
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

GCH CH Rico's Tonic Gives Her Heart To Hot Rod, DOM
CH Pure Pride Keenen How Can I Refuse, DOM
Sire:  GCH CH Solidrock's Major Ensemble At Pure Pride
Dam:  Pure Prides Cassiopia From Greenfield
Breeders/Owners:  Steve Stewart & Gina Currier
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

CH Pure Pride Keenen How Can I Refuse, DOM
GCHP CH CherKei's Dick Tracey, SOM
Sire:  AM/CAN CH Summer’s Blackjack Of Shadigee, AM/CAN SOM
Dam:  Reannon CherKei Just Press Play
Breeders:  Keith & Cheryl Robbins and Marjorie Ross
Owners:  Keith & Cheryl Robbins
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET

GCHP CH CherKei's Dick Tracey, SOM
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET

WW CH Twinkle Star v Eurozone, IPO 1, ZTP, BH, SOM
Sire: Arkan De Villa-Nika
Dam: Koloni Chiara
Breeder/Owner: Alexandra Gav
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET

WW CH Twinkle Star v Eurozone, IPO 1, ZTP, BH, SOM
DAM OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET

GCHP CH Breho Fortuity Shared Treasure, DOM CD RN RATO CGC TKI FDC
Sire: CH Illyrian's Trilogy, SOM
Dam: CH Maxlan Breho Treasure Hunter
Breeders: June Sutherlin, Brenda Stuckey & Theresa Galle
Owners: Brenda Stuckey & Theresa Galle & June Sutherlin
DAM OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET

GCHP CH Breho Fortuity Shared Treasure, DOM, CD, RN, RATO, CGC, TKI, FDC
Performance Awards Champions
2017
Master Agility Champion Award

MACH Venician's A Valley's Knight Of Fire RN MXB MJB MXF T2B

Sire: Valley's Bold Knight RE MX MXJ NF
Dam: Valley N Rnb Honor Our Heroes
Owners: Robyn Lynn Ginther & Rose Right
Breeder: Janice Solas
MACH Venician's A Valley's Knight Of Fire RN
MXB MJB MXF T2B
Master Agility Champion Award

CH MACH Sherwood Shenanigans RN MXS MJS MXF T2B RATCH

Sire: CH Rockett's Red Glare
Dam:  GCH CH MACH6 Windwood's Daring Soul Of Sherwood CDX RE MXS2 MJG2 MFB TQX T2B
Owner: Colleen Fleury
Breeder: Colleen Fleury
CH MACH Sherwood Shenanigans RN MXS MJS MXF T2B RATC
MACH Tealcrest's Beck And Call UDX OM1 RN MXB MJB

Sire: CH Tealcrest's Luck Of The Irish CD RA AX AXJ NF CA
Dam: Miro-TealcrestsWhats Ur Name CD RA CA RATN
Owners: Mary Nee & Jill Hootman
Breeders: Jill Hootman & Robin Kennedy
Champion Tracker Award

CH CT Great Expectation's Winifred Will Do! VCD1 BN RE HSAs HSBs HIAs FDC OAJ NF CGCA TKA

Sire: Marc Del Benicadell
Dam: HC CT Shera's Great Expectation Pip" VCD1 BN RA TDU HSAds HSBs HIBs HXBs HXAsM AX AXJ NJP NF CGC TKN"

Owners: Reegan Ray & William Polonsky
Breeders: Reegan Ray & Barbara Riggs & William H Polonsky
CH CT Great Expectation's Winifred Will Do! VCD1 BN RE HSAs HSBs HIAs FDC OAJ NF CGCA TKA
Performance Awards
ABC Top Agility Boxer

MACH2 Venician's A Valley's Knight Of Fire CD RN MXS MJG MFB TQX T2B3

Sire: Valley's Bold Knight RE MX MXJ NF
Dam: Valley N Rnb Honor Our Heroes
Owners: Robyn Lynn Ginther & Rose Right
Breeder: Janice Solas
Performance Awards
ABC Top Obedience Boxer

MACH Tealcrest's Beck And Call UDX OM1 RN MXB MJB

Sire: CH Tealcrest's Luck Of The Irish CD RA AX AXJ NF CA
Dam: Miro-Tealcrest’s Whats Ur Name CD RA CA RATN
Owners: Mary Nee & Jill Hootman
Breeders: Jill Hootman & Robin Kennedy
MACH Tealcrest's Beck And Call UDX OM1 RN MXB MJB
Performance Awards
ABC Top Performance Boxer

GCH CH MACH6 Windwood's Daring Soul Of Sherwood CDX RE MXS2 MJG2 MFB TQX T2B

Sire: CH Breho I Bee Shinin'
Dam: Windwood's Heart N Soul
Owners: Colleen Fleury & Ike Liotto
Breeder: Shirley Stanton
GCH CH MACH6 Windwood's Daring Soul Of Sherwood
CDX RE MXS2 MJG2 MFB TQX T2B
LEGION OF MERIT
Sabrina

ACC Berlane N Bravo Hear Me Roar DOM LOM
ACC Berlane's Causin an Uproar CDX LOM LOMC
CCH Berlane's Aimin High DOMC
American Boxer Club

SIRES and DAMS OF MERIT OF GRAND CHAMPIONS
SIRE OF MERIT

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

GCH Justawyn Ding Time at Heartacres SOMG

ACC Logan Elm Runs at Heart Acre SOM x Just-A-Wyn's Missletoe
SIRE OF MERIT

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

CH Pearlisle Standing-O for Bix-L SOMG

CH Bix-L's Ricochet to Greyhawk SOM
x
Luckyjade's Vision X Standing-O DOM LOM
SIRE OF MERIT
American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

GCH ACC Raklyns
The Bronx MVP
at Third
SOMG

GCH ACC
KG Halcyon Fire King SOM
x
CH Raklyns Showin' Off
DOM
SIRE OF MERIT

ACC
Silverlane's Excalibur
SOMG

ACC Berlane’s Causin an Uproar
CDX SOM LOM

x

ACC Sprucelane's Abby Roade

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

GCH Gingerbread Christmas Cookie
RN DOMG

CH Irondale’s Jagged Edge
SOM

x

CH M R Boxer Gingerbread Genny
DOM
DAM OF MERIT
American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

ACC Shadigee's Lady Luck DOMG
ACC Summer's Blackjack of Shadigee SOM x Shadigee's Hidden Secret
DAM OF MERIT

CH
Symphony's
Pussycat Doll
DOMG

GCHS ACC Duba-Dae's
Who's Your Daddy SOMG
LOM
x
CH Symphony's Summer
Wind  DOM
American Boxer Club

SIRE OF MERIT

2017
AMC Bar-K's Tribute to Barlow TT SOM
CH Brookwood's Full Moon SOM x CH Bar'K's Belperra
SIRE OF MERIT

CH Belco's Coppertone RN SOM
CCH Elharlen's Quest x CH Belco's Reflection of Two Cs DOM
SIRE OF MERIT

CH Brandiwine If By Chance at Minstrel SOM

ACC Bentbrook's Image of Highnoon SOM x Minstrel's Half O' Chance DOM
SIRE OF MERIT

GCHP CherKei's Dick Tracey SOM
ACC Summer's Blackjack of Shadigee SOM
Reannon CherKei Just Press Play
SIRE OF MERIT

CH Encore's Paths of Glory SOM

CH Encore's Kalahari of Heleva x ACC Encore's Jet Setter DOM
SIRE OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

GCH R and G N' Aloha's Wild Knight CD BN RA CGCA SOM
CH R And G's First Knight x CH R And G's Anticipation
SIRE OF MERIT

ACC Rikar's Renegade Law Man SOM
CH Gemstone's Diamonds 'N JEMS SOM
ACC Berlane N Bravo Hear me Roar DOM LOM
Ronin Plainly Wrapped SOM
EngCH Abythorn All Wrapped Up for Carmondene JW
Korrandulla Spoton Cheers at Ronin
GCHG ACC Shadigee's Sequel to Legends SOM

CH Pearlisle N Standing O Risk Factor SOM

x

ACC Shadigee's Lady Luck DOMG
DAM OF MERIT

Britlyn's Steel Magnolia DOM

Bee-Vee's Dark Secret x ACC Britlyn's Uptown Girl
DAM OF MERIT

CH Encore's Heirloom DOM
ACC Encore's Bismark SOMG x CH Faerdorn Alchemy at Global
Encore's Undeniable DOM
CH Pheasant Hollow's Macho Camacho  SOM
CH Encore's Xanadu TT DOM
Hallmark's Chanel of Barisle  DOM
CH Hallmark's Fresh Strawberry x Jopa's Maiden of Mystery
HOMEPLACE DASH-N-DANCER'S MYSTICAL MAIDEN DOM
GCHP R AND G'S MYSTICAL DANCER SOM
GCH R AND G'S DASH OF CLASS DOM
DAM OF MERIT

CH Imperial's Texoma Tilley  DOM
CH Rochil's Call of the Wild  SOM x CH Imperial's Wild Irish Lass
CH Irondale’s Moment for Life  DOM
GCHS ACC Duba-Dae’s Who’s Your Daddy SOMG LOM
Fanfare N’ Sonoran’s Bare Naked Lady  DOM
CH Just-A-Wyn's Mustang Sallie CR   DOM
GCH Justawyn Ding Time at Heartacres SOMG
CH CR's Belle of the Ball   DOM
DAM OF MERIT

CH KP's Turnin' Me On  DOM

CH Burlwood's Turn Me Loose x KP-Burlwood's Shut Up N' Drive  DOM
DAM OF MERIT

GCH La Pawz Good Luck Charlee CGC DOM
CH Telstar's Dixieland Band SOM x Tara Farm's Mama Mia
CH Liberti's Knells Bells  DOM

CH Kimkar's Hi-Tech Traveler  SOM x Liberti's Crack'N the Bell
DAM OF MERIT

Liston's
Hi-Maintenance
DOM

Liston's Ritchie Valens SOM

x

Liston's Black Pearl
DAM OF MERIT

GCHB McCoy's & Cancia's Cross My Heart  DOM
ACC Silverlane's Excalibur  SOM x McCoy's I Believe in Miracles
DAM OF MERIT

CH Pure Pride Keenen How Can I Refuse DOM

GCH Solidrock's Major Ensemble at Pure Pride x
Pure Prides Cassiopía from Greenfield DOM
DAM OF MERIT

GCH Rico's Tonic Gives Her Heart to Hot Rod DOM
GCHS Nantess Royal Hot Rod SOM
GCH McCoy's Tonic for the Heart of Rico DOM

American Boxer Club
GCHG Sapphire's Violet Sky in Vegas of Streamline  DOM
CH Brookwood's Place of Dreams  SOM
ACC Sapphire's Wild Pitch of Bur  DOM
DAM OF MERIT

CH Symphony's Brand New Day  DOM
GCHS ACC Duba-Dae's Who's Your Daddy SOMG LOM
CH Symphony's Summer Wind DOM
DAM OF MERIT

CH Symphony's Pussycat Doll  DOMG
GCHS ACC Duba-Dae's Who's Your Daddy SOMG LOM
CH Symphony's Summer Wind  DOM
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

GCH TJ's Breath of Life  DOM
GCHG ACC Hi-Tech The King of Sherry Shoot JP  SOM
ACC TJ's Miss Parker DOMG
DAM OF MERIT

Vendetta’s Charmed I’m Sure CA DOM
UKC: GCH “Int/Nat Hrn’s CH” CA SPOT UDOM
Caymans Leroy Brown x Vendetta N Altitude Beam me Up Scottie RN
UKC: UGCH “Int/Nat CH” CGC HAT UDOM
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

Wit's End
Total Eclipse
CGC DOM

CH Arriba Talisman
Satisfaction SOM

x

One for the Money at Wit's End
AMERICAN BOXER TOP TWENTY PEOPLE’S CHOICE

GCHG CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell